17 January 2020
Dear Colleague
I am writing to you as the Chair of the North Yorkshire Schools Forum on behalf of schools and
academies in North Yorkshire about the insufficient level of high needs funding and indeed the continued
constraints placed on school and education budgets more widely.
Attached to this letter you will find the North Yorkshire response to the recent ‘Call For Evidence’ around
High Needs funding, which explains in detail the particular circumstances in North Yorkshire. I would
urge you to read this detailed response as it gives insight beyond mere political rhetoric around increased
funding levels.
As a Schools Forum, we continue to be fully supportive of the policy intention behind the Children and
Families Act 2014. High ambitions for children with SEND are what we all strive towards.
Furthermore, the recent 3 year funding statements are welcome. It surely gives recognition to the
underfunding which has been so systemic for the past few years.
However, a 3 year funding statement is not the same as giving schools 3 year budget clarity which would
enable them to plan strategically. Especially not when detail emerges from the DfE and ESFA too late for
the Schools Forum to be able to conduct an appropriately timed consultation with schools with accurate
budget modelling. Through the constraints of information release and the need to respond to the DfE, we
were only able to consult for around 3 weeks, including the school half-term holiday; this a matter which
has been publicly recognised as unsatisfactory.
North Yorkshire County Council is benefiting from some additional High Needs income in the 2020-21
financial year. However, as an authority which has seen a significant rise in EHCPs in the period 20142019 (68%), the revised income will see income match neither historic High Needs deficits nor the
predicted in year over-spend. It is, quite simply, not enough. Whilst the authority has formulated,
alongside expert advice and its school sector, a transformatory SEND Strategic Plan, the incoming
funding in High Needs is still inadequate.
At our Schools Forum meeting of 14th November, we discussed our recent funding consultation with
schools and most significantly, the prospect of a ‘top-slice’ from DSG to the High Needs Block. In 201819 there had been a 0.5% transfer and in 2019-20 a 1% transfer. On both of these occasions it had been
seen as unfortunate and against the wishes of schools but as a necessary step to ensure sufficiency of
funding in the High Needs Block.
For 2020-21 the position supported by the Schools Forum alongside the majority of consultation
respondents is for NO such transfer to take place next financial year – for the additional funding to be
delivered to its intended recipients, schools. It is the shared view of the Schools Forum, which includes a
close working partnership between Officers, maintained schools, academies and other partners, that to
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continue to transfer from DSG to High Needs is an untenable position. The financial pressures such
transfers create at school level is palpable, with schools reducing staffing, impacting on school timetables
and curriculum offer and at times having to neglect repairs and improvements to site. Indeed, by
transferring to the High Needs Block, the impact on a school budget can be such that a school has less
resource to pro-actively support some of those pupils who are themselves on the continuum of need.
However, as a Schools Forum, we recognise that our recommendation for no transfer to High Needs does
nothing to allay the lack of funds within the High Needs Block. It merely passes the problem back
centrally. As such, elected members may still feel forced to apply for a transfer.
Furthermore, a recent consultation from the DfE sought views with regard ‘ringfencing’ any High Needs
Deficit which may previously have been supported from the general council budget, such that it would
need to be repaid from the main DSG. Should such a proposal ever manifest, the degree of transfer from
DSG to High Needs could be truly calamitous for school budgets; even more so in an authority with so
many small schools who cannot benefit from economies of scale.
It is the view of the Schools Forum in North Yorkshire that a review of High Needs funding needs to be
conducted, to look at both the quantum of resource and the funding methodology behind that resource; to
remove the historic ‘lock in’ which sees our authority which now has a similar percentage of EHCPs to
some of our statistical neighbours, continue to be proportionally underfunded. We are delivering high
quality education and provision for our young people, but with an income designed for far fewer of
significant need. Funding must be current and reflect the need, since that is our legal duty to deliver. We
need funding for our actual demand and cost pressures and the current funding formula does not address
this.
I look forward to receiving a response.
Yours sincerely,

IAN YAPP
Chair of North Yorkshire Schools Forum

NORTH YORKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
Call for Evidence: Funding for SEND, and those who need alternative provision
Response from North Yorkshire County Council

There is a crisis in SEND funding; demand has risen at a significant pace for children
and young people assessed as requiring Education, Health and Care Plans
(EHCPs). Failure to sufficiently fund the policy reforms in 2014 and a continued lack
of funding from the Department for Education (DfE) in the following five years has
confirmed SEND as a funding and lobbying priority for local government.
The call for evidence is intended to be a wide-ranging review of financing Special
Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND), alternative provision, those at risk of
exclusion, SEN for students in post-16 education, early intervention to prepare young
people for adulthood, and partnership working to support children and young people
with complex needs. The breadth of the review risks failing to deal with the many
issues in any meaningful depth yet omits to seek views on special schools,
expensive independent and non-maintained provision, SEN transport or SEND
capital financing arrangements.
The ‘elephant in the room’ is, of course, that the call for evidence does not seek
evidence on the chronic funding shortfall in high needs. It is numb to the question of
the overall quantum of funding and perpetuates the view that the Department simply
does not understand the funding crisis that they have created and failed to respond
to. Waiting for a spending review – of imprecise timing - on the overall quantum
available for high needs or school funding compounds this perception.
North Yorkshire County Council will not be completing the multiple-choice
questionnaire devised to make it easier for civil servants to analyse results. Instead,
this response has been written to provide the Department with a more rounded view
of the issues facing local authorities.
Demand Pressures
There is a clear gap between assessed need and funding. Statistics published by the
Office for National Statistics (ONS) clearly show a rapid increase in the number of
children assessed as requiring EHCPs since 2015. Funding has not kept pace with
this demand increase; indeed, in North Yorkshire, there has been a real-terms
decrease in funding. Whether or not the Department or HM Treasury can see any
evidence of the impact of the reforms is a moot point; the 2014 reforms have
stimulated demand and should be appropriately funded.
In 2019-20, North Yorkshire County Council will cross-subsidise the shortfall in
funding from the Department by £7.6m rising by at least £2m each year for the next
two years – a total of at least £28.8m over three years. This is unsustainable and
requires a fundamental review of the overall quantum of funding. However, this alone
will not remedy the crisis; the distribution of high needs funding is inequitable and

unfairly penalises children and schools in North Yorkshire. It clearly fails to deliver
against the new burdens policy.
At a national level, the f40 education fairer funding campaign group (comprising the
42 local authorities who are among the lowest funded for education) estimate that an
extra £3.12bn will be required for High Needs by 2022/23.
Distribution

Half of the high needs national funding formula is based on the historic spend factor
locking in previous funding disparities meaning that rising demand is not reflected in
allocations. It cannot be right that, with a 50%+ increase in demand since 2015, the
high needs funding formula continues to place North Yorkshire on the funding floor –
in effect, assuming that North Yorkshire has too much funding! The funding floor has
risen by less than inflation meaning that there has been a real-terms reduction in
funding. A child in North Yorkshire will receive comparatively less than a child in
other parts of the country despite having exactly the same complex need or
diagnosis and/or exactly the same assessment. For example, funding per head in
the London Borough of Sutton (£556 per head) is almost twice that of North
Yorkshire (£283 per head). Whilst the Department will point to proxies of need, it fails
to address the cost drivers of organising and delivering SEND provision efficiently
and locally in a sparsely populated rural area.
Funding provided by the DfE in December 2018, whilst welcome, barely made a dent
in the level of overspending; a £1.2m temporary contribution to an overall underlying
overspend of £6.1m.

Local Decision-Making
The Department has strangled local decision-making through restrictions in how
local authorities can manage pressures effectively. Increased centralisation of
education funding decisions are exemplified by:
- ringfencing schools block funding creating rigidity in the system;
- local authorities are required to seek Secretary of State approval for
transferring funding between blocks;
- tightened requirements for local authorities to prepare recovery plans for DfE
officials to review;
- annual budget allocations that are late - only ever confirmed in June (three
months into the financial year) – that hinder schools and local authorities from
planning effectively.
Mainstream School Funding
Proxies for additional needs funding in the schools national funding formula include
measures of deprivation and low prior attainment. These are poor proxies of need.
How is deprivation a good proxy indicator for assessed medical needs? The benefit
for additional needs funding is often lost amidst the application of floors and ceilings
(e.g. capping, minimum funding guarantee, minimum per pupil levels of funding). It is

not difficult to see why ‘notional’ SEN funding can be difficult to explain and how it
might be perceived to lack transparency. Notably, the proxies fail to provide a
sparsity factor for small, rural schools. Equally, it would be a mistake to require
schools to ring-fence their ‘notional’ SEN allocation for spending on SEN as it would
hinder the efficient running of schools.
The Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) report that there has been an 8% real-terms
decrease in schools funding since 2010. Insufficient school revenue funding
alongside a lack of capital investment in schools and the unchecked strength of
parental voice have fuelled an increase in expensive independent school provision.
SEN Tribunals - which can often rule in favour of expensive independent school
provision - lack accountability in balancing quality of provision with the financial
consequences of both education and transport costs – yet the code of practice is
clear that provision needs to be “good enough”.
Special School Funding
The call for evidence appears not to seek the views of special schools nor does it
look at issues with financial arrangements for special schools. Yet, the funding
formula prescribed by the Department has failed to keep up with inflation; the base
funding of £10,000 per place introduced in 2013, would now be worth £11,250
assuming 2% p.a. compounded inflation. This is contributing to increasing financial
distress within special schools. Special schools are not provided with the benefit of
lump sums or sparsity factors afforded to mainstream schools.
Independent and Non-maintained schools
Although the call for evidence cites the increase in the number of young people
attending special school rather than mainstream schools, it appears less concerned
about the increase in young people attending independent and non-maintained
schools. These are often expensive provision and although they have a place within
a mixed economy of provision, we remain concerned that:
- they can often represent poor value for money as places are used simply
because local provision cannot physically provide additional places. This is
felt more acutely in rural areas where ensuring that there is local provision
often results in diseconomies of scale.
- the Department mandates that local authority maintained schools and state
funded academies are funded as per the national funding formula yet allows
independent schools to ‘name their price’. This can fuel offers which are
appealing to parents but may overstate the support that a child/ young person
actually needs.
Despite the collective purchasing power of government, the Department has offered
little action in relation to the spiralling cost of independent and non-maintained
provision.
AP/ PRS funding
It is surprising that the DfE have included Alternative Provision and Pupil Referral
Services within the call for evidence when the ink on the final report of the Timpson

Review has barely dried. The Government has accepted all of the recommendations.
North Yorkshire County Council is generally supportive of the measures outlined in
the Timpson Review; establishing greater shared accountability with schools to avoid
exclusion wherever possible. Why then, the call for yet more evidence?
Early Help and Children’s Services
Within the context of high needs, there is little that incentivises schools to be
inclusive. The funding system should prioritise preventative provision over
permanent exclusion; schools should be held accountable for the results of
permanently excluded children and elective home education where they were the
last school to have a child or young person on roll. Financial incentives should also
sharpen the focus of school leadership to make the life-changing decision to
permanently exclude – yes, Headteachers should retain a power to exclude but that
decision should not be made in a financial vacuum, or with a perverse financial
incentive.
Ofsted’s accountability measures should have clear regard to the level of inclusion
within schools and should, perhaps, be a threshold/ qualifying question.
The call for evidence seeks views on the early intervention measures that local
authorities could put in place. Yet there is no mention that the Department cut first a
number of individual grants which were then rolled into Early Intervention Grant
(EIG). This was then further reduced and re-established within Revenue Support
Grant (RSG). This too, was reduced before disappearing altogether. Some revenue
streams were removed from EIG and added into Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG),
and subsequently ring-fenced (e.g. disadvantaged two-year old funding). The
Department also decided to withhold c.£150m to fund central project initiatives.
Other new funding streams have appeared, often time-limited or with attached
conditions (e.g. Troubled Families programme and Adoption Reform Grant) –
specific initiatives without a systems-wide policy framework. It is not surprising then
that the picture of early intervention initiatives across the country is fragmented.
Transport, Capital and Health
The DfE also fails to consider the High Needs funding system in its entirety; looking
only at those issues which it thinks falls within the remit of the Dedicated Schools
Grant (DSG). SEN Transport costs have risen by over 100% in North Yorkshire as a
direct consequence of the 2014 SEND policy reforms. Funded by council taxpayers
and business rates, HCLG is clearly cross-subsidising DfE policy reforms. The call
for evidence is silent on the issue of SEN transport despite this affecting many rural
authorities.
Health funding appears to be ad-hoc and differs between local areas. What work has
the Department undertaken with the Department of Health and Social Care to review
the patchwork of financial contributions to local authorities? Consistency and equity
must be brought to bear on this issue.
Restricted capital funding has perpetuated a lack of investment in special schools.
The local authority rations limited school capital funding to prioritise essential

maintenance across the school estate but with a mounting maintenance backlog,
maintaining the fabric of special schools is a challenge and does not provide muchneeded improvements in special and mainstream schools. North Yorkshire received
the absolute minimum level of funding from the Special Provision Capital Fund. We
have used this funding creatively, primarily to increase the number of places
available but a much greater sum is required to fulfil the ambitions of both the 2014
reforms and the Strategic Plan for SEND in North Yorkshire.
Recommendations
It is becoming evident that the Department does not truly grasp the scale or pace of
the funding crisis. There appears to be a lack of urgency in their actions and a
numbness to the financial issues facing schools and local authorities. This response
to the call for evidence recommends that:
1. DfE properly fund the policy decisions on SEND by increasing the overall
quantum of funding available for high needs. It is not sufficient to wait to see
evidence of the impact of the legislative change; it is, without doubt, the
legislative change that has caused an increase in costs for schools and local
authorities.
2. DfE engage with HCLG to better understand the extent of the cross-subsidy of
their policy reforms – there is little point in HCLG consulting local authorities
on fairer funding only for DfE to raid HCLG funding.
3. It is essential that DfE review the distribution of funding for High Needs which
is more forward-looking and reflects the unavoidable higher cost of delivery in
rural areas as well as a timely assessment of need.
4. DfE should review and benchmark Health contributions to SEND in different
local authorities and work with the Department for Health and Social Care and
local authorities to ensure consistency and equity in funding arrangements.
5. DfE should move away from determining annual budget allocations and
ensure a multi-year settlement that enables local authorities and schools to
plan effectively.
6. DfE should seek to apply funding controls to independent and non-maintained
special schools to assist local authorities in avoiding high-cost placements

